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RACE

1

5

OUR BENTLEY

(9-5)

2

HIGH DESERT ZOE

(9-2)

4

GEM'S CHIP

(2-1)

2

Fri, Jul 12, 2019

Mule race to start off the meet, this one is restricted to slower speed index or first time starters. OUR BENTLEY has already won a race with
some good finishes and is only one of two that has any race experience. HIGH DESERT ZOE the other with experience but only 1 race and
although beaten by the top pick she had really good works leading up to that debut and may be faster than she showed. GEM’S CHIP is a
first timer with solid works and gets a top mixed breeds rider for the debut. The other 2 in the race seem overmatched.

.50 Pick 4:
5,2,4 with 5,3 with 4,1,2 with 1,7,2

RACE

SACRAMENTO

$27

Small field of 5 lines up for this $6,250 race for 3yo fillies. HI SKOOL SWEETHEART pressed a fast pace while wide last time out and could
improve a lot by stalking a more reasonable tempo. LOVE SOLUTION rallied strongly to just get beat in a decent race at Pln with a good
figure last time. SECRET WIND won 3 in a row earlier in the year and has some early pace although ran a more even race last time while 3rd.
TWICE AS WINDY was a close 2nd in a lower rated Pln race last out but has posted improved figures in each of her last 3 so is getting better.

$1 Pick 3:
5,3 with 4,1,2 with 1,7,2 $18
5,3,1,2 with 4,1,2,5 with 1 $16

5

HI SKOOL SWEETHART

(5-2)

Pushed a very fast pace at Pln last time out and faded to 4th but the 2nd place finisher already has
come back with a sharp win against boys.

3

LOVE SOLUTION

(2-1)

Highest rated last out figure with a strong 2nd at Pln in a very solid race. 3rd behind Hi Skool
Sweetheart two races back and might be improved enough to reverse that now.

1

SECRET WIND

(7-2)

Coming off slower figures but draws the inside and may have a pace advantage in this small field.

RACE

3

Fairly soft field of fillies going 5F near the bottom level here. CLEAN LIVING has a lot of advantages as she may be the best speed and
comes off a better than looked effort against tougher. DIAMANTE APPEAL a longshot with a chance to run much better in here than her last
race as she makes a 2nd start off a layoff and is lightly raced with a past figure that would be a huge threat. TOTALLY UPBEAT is sharp and
comes off a maiden win but definitely needs to do a little better to win a typical race at this level.

$1 Pick 3:
4,1,2 with 1,7 with 3,1,6 $18
4,1,2,5 with 1 with 3,1,6 $12

4

CLEAN LIVING

1

DIAMANTE APPEAL

2

TOTALLY UPBEAT

RACE

4

(9-5)

Pressed a fast early pace last time before weakening late but earned a good figure and in a much
easier spot to use her early pace advantage today.

(12-1)

Can improve in 2nd start off the layoff at big odds. Took a big class drop in last and added wraps but
has probably found a level she fits and with improvement can rally for a big piece.

(9-2)

Won a 5F race at Pln last time with a mediocre figure but is in sharp form right now and this field only
has a couple that look faster.

DOLE OUT THE DOUGH will be the BEST VALUE of the day as he adds blinkers and stretches out for the first time. He’ll be dropping to the
very bottom level for the 1st time and can use speed and the inside post to an early advantage that can win the race. AERIAL DECOY has
tried this level 6 times but has decent figures for the level and was an even 2nd last time out so anything close to that would be solid here.
GIMME SPACE earned a lifetime best figure last time when shortened to a sprint and is improving with a nice even running style for trying
longer again.

.50 Pick 5:
1 with 3,1,6 with 1,7,3 with 4,2,1 with 4,6,3 $40.50

1

DOLE OUT THE DOUGH

(9-2)

**DAY’S BEST VALUE** Adds blinkers and stretches out after 3 sprints. Last time showed good speed
in a strong Md8000 race and has a big chance to push the lead and never look back today

7

AERIAL DECOY

(5-2)

0 for 6 at this bottom level so far and compromised by lack of early speed but has a decent closing
kick with final figures that give him a good chance to run down the speed if it falters
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2

GIMME SPACE

RACE

5
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(2-1)

Shortened to a sprint last time after 2 route efforts and ran an improved figure. Might like the stretch
back out and likely will be stalking Dole Out the Dough hoping to get first run if that one fades.

This is a solid race for the 4,000 level. STREET MOXIE had a nice figure in his win last time out while dropping to this level for the first time.
He took the field wire to wire but there is better speed today to chase and he has proven he can be effective stalking too. BAY AREA has 2
tough beats in his last 2 starts and takes a slight bump up today but is in great form for the leading trainer. SIERRA STEEL outfinished BAY
AREA in his last race after setting the pace and just getting nipped on the wire by a closer and can stalk so in prime position to run another
good one.

.50 Pick 4:
3,1,6 with 1,7,3 with 4,2,1 with 4,6,3 $40.50

3

STREET MOXIE

(2-1)

Nice wire to wire score in last when he dropped into this level for the first time and looks best to make
it back to back wins against this group. Versatile can set or stalk the lead.

1

BAY AREA

(9-5)

Lost 2 close finishes from his last couple efforts. Both were solid figures but he is not a clear cut
favorite here and could have trouble finishing it off.

6

SIERRA STEEL

(3-1)

Led 99% of the race last time before getting nipped at the wire. His last 2 races the best on his recent
form cycle so he is doing well right now and can set or stalk the lead.

RACE

6

2 yo Md20000 sprint going 5 furlongs. None of the fillies that have race experience have run near par which is the type of race that leaves the
door open for a 1st time starter. Of the 1st timers looks like JUST CLASSY at 20-1 bomb odds and CHARLIE’S BELLE have the best
combination of stats, connection and pedigree to succeed on debut. We will use them both on the Pick 4/5 and SIENNA showed solid speed
against slightly easier and held on well but was DQ’d from 2nd in her debut. That race got the highest figure and best early speed rating.
SNOW PACK earned a decent figure in her debut but then regressed in her 2nd start but can bounce back on the drop down to this level
today. Looks like a race that could add the most value to a good Pick 4/5 payoff today so give yourself some chances in...

$1 Pick 3:
1,7,3 with 4,2,1 with 4,6,3 $27

(20-1)

1st timer from a barn that doesn’t win overall at high percentage but is huge 31% with firsters and this
one has one other sibling on record that was a very good sprinter in Northern Calif. Beware!

SIENNA

(9-5)

Showed better than average speed for this level in her one and only start before being DQ’d so might
be the speed of the group. Has the highest figure of the experienced fillies so a must use.

3

CHARLIE'S BELLE

(6-1)

Another firster making debut for low profile connections that are having a solid year and decent with
debut types. 1st foal from a dam and new sire so limited stats there.

4

SNOW PACK

(5-2)

Ran decent 3rd against top level maidens in a slow race for the level 2 starts back then regressed in
similar race at Pln last time out. Definitely needs the drop to this level today but could improve.

1

JUST CLASSY

7

RACE

7

Allowance sprint for 3yo fillies brings together a pretty talented group. LA AGUILILLA had trouble and made an eyecatching middle move into
fast fractions in May and now comes in for new trainer with a big chance to win. SKY GAL broke maiden impressively last time out with a fast
figure at Pln and just needs to prove can close into a faster pace to produce same kick. TIP TOP GAL wants the lead and may get it in here
which means she can improve on last where she drew outside and was never able to get close early while 4 wide against a blazing pace.

$2 Double:
4,2,1 with 4,6,3 $18

4

LA AGUILILLA

(5-2)

Won her debut impressively last fall as 2yo then stakes placed. Trying to rebuild that and put 2 good
races back to back but just missed by a length on her comeback in May and has a big middle move.

2

SKY GAL

(7-2)

Last 2 runs have been impressive. Improved her figure each time including the solid maiden win last
out at Pln. A repeat of that puts her right there today.

1

TIP TOP GAL

(9-5)

Needs the lead for best and last time was not able to get anywhere near a blazing early pace against
this level. Draws the inside and may get to the front today against this easier group.

RACE

8
4

TITO’S SODA and DRIZZY come out of a good race for the level in the first week of Pln and are a threat right back. TITO’S battled on the
pace, opened a clear lead into the stretch and was a close 2nd a few lengths clear of DRIZZY who was coming off a 6 month layoff. Those 2
should battle again and be a main part of the action. NUTTY SIERRA got used on the pace last time against tougher and his speed is
definitely better here on the drop which makes him dangerous.

TITO'S SODA

Fri, Jul 12, 2019

(5-2)

Pushed a solid pace and earned a nice figure while close 2nd last time out. Any repeat and his middle
race punch should make him very tough to run down.
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6

DRIZZY

(3-1)

3rd behind Tito’s last time out but was coming off layoff and could improve a lot from that key race.

3

NUTTY SIERRA

(7-2)

Burned up on the pace last time against better and might be the speed today which makes him
dangerous in this much easier spot.
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